Bibliography on Financial Negotiations

**Editor's Note**
Our policy is to give an extensive bibliography on one of the areas of Finance and Accounting in each issue of the journal.


Agarwal, Aman, “BITCOINS, Crypto Currencies and Global Financial Markets Crash”, Delhi Doordarshan TV (DD India TV), March 11th, 2018 at 6:00 PM


Agarwal, Aman, “Crypto Currency impacting Global Financial System” discussion with Prof. Joseph Stglitz (Nobel Laureate and Professor Columbia University) after his address at India Economic Conclave 2018 at Taj Palace Diplomat Hotel, Delhi at 10:55 am

Agarwal, Aman, “Global Dis-Equilibrium, Growth and Europe”, Plenary Keynote Address at the Economia Reale Conference at Sala delle Colonne (Italian Parliament), 19th September 2007. Audio of the Speech online at Italian Media Channels (Radio Radicale Italy www.radioradicale.it/scheda/235385 and Sherpa TV Italy) and at IIF (www.iif.edu).
BEST DOCTORAL THESIS AWARD

IIF has introduced a Best Doctoral Thesis Award to be given annually in area of Finance & Accounting. The thesis to qualify for consideration should have been completed from a University after June 18, 1987.

The Award would comprise of a cash prize, a commendation citation and complimentary copies of FINANCE INDIA for one year and an opportunity of possible publication by IIF.

The panel of jury would constitute of eminent experts of the rank of University Professor (at least one of them would be outside the IIF).

All candidates sending two copies of their thesis under the AWARD SCHEME will be paid a sum of ₹ 250 towards the cost of incidentals, such as postage, packing and preparation of the copy. However the copy of the thesis received for consideration under the Award Scheme will not be returned back.

All the thesis completed after June 1987 should be sent to the Administrative Officer of the Indian Institute of Finance by registered post or by hand.
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